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Stay calorie-free through the pre-Christmas period: 

Advent calendar with tool surprises 

 

New edition of our classic Advent calendars / Combination of screwdriving 

tools for fun and good results / Tool set in textile folding bag / Kraftform 

bottle opener with glow-in-the-dark effect /  

 

Wuppertal. Every year, the Wuppertal screwdriving tool manufacturer We-
ra, in close co-operation with Santa Claus, equips an advent calendar with 
calorie-free tool surprises. This popular classic among advent calendars 
makes true DIY enthusiasts’ hearts beat faster and is a wonderful compa-
nion in the Advent season. 
 

This year, the calendar again features a combination of screwdrivers that 

deliver fun and great results, including a VDE force-grip handle with eight 

insulated interchangeable blades and a Kraftform handle with 1/4" Rapi-

daptor bit holder and eight 89 mm long 1/4"bits. Also to discover behind the 

doors are four angle keys with hex-plus profile, which ensures that the 

rounding of hexagon socket screws is avoided. 

 

The tool set is optimally stored in a textile folding bag. The bag has a Vel-

cro zone for quick docking with the Wera 2go transport system. Due to the 

self-adhesive Velcro strip, the tool bag can also be easily attached to the 

workshop wall or trolley. A highlight of this year's Advent calendar is the 

Kraftform bottle opener, which glows in the dark, perfect for the winter sea-
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son. The Wera Advent calendar is the calorie-free alternative for all Christ-

mas and screwdriving fans and a real must for all Tool Rebels! 

 

 

Further information:  
Wera Werkzeuge GmbH 
Korzerter Straße 21-25, 42349 Wuppertal/Germany 
Phone: +49 202 4045311, Fax: +49 202 403634 
E-mail: info@wera.de, Internet: www.wera.de 
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Every year, Wera equips its advent calendars with calorie-free tool surpris-
es, making genuine DIY enthusiasts’ hearts beat faster. 
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